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Let .F be any Schunk class and 17 any set of primes. Define 9, as the class 
of all groups having a normal 17’ complement in G and a Hall U-subgroup of G 
belonging to 3. If  G is any finite 17 soluble group, then 
(a) G has an .Fn projector, 
(b) all F- projectors are conjugate. 
Some very interesting properties of Fn projectors are shown. 
Let 9 be a class of groups which is closed under isomorphisms and 
1 E 9. A subgroup S of a group G is called an 9 projector of G if and 
only if S” is an F-maximal subgroup of G” for u any homomorphism 
of G. A class % of soluble groups is called a Schunk class if and only if 
whenever every primitive factor of G is in 9, then G is also in 9. 
Schunk [5] proved that if 9 is any Schunk class, then every finite soluble 
group has an 9 projector and all F projectors are conjugate. Define gfl 
as the class of all groups having a normal i7’ complement in G and Hall n 
subgroup of G belonging to 3. H. Lausch [5] has shown that if 9 is a 
saturated formation and G is any finite 17 soluble group, then G has an Tr 
covering subgroup and all sfl covering subgroups are conjugate. In this 
paper we will show that if g is any Schunk class and G is any finite U 
soluble group, then G has an Fn projector and all Fn projectors are 
conjugate. We will also show that these sfl projectors have some very 
interesting properties. We will frequently use the result of Cunihin [3]. 
If G is any finite 17 soluble group, then there always exist Hall 17 sub- 
groups and Hall lr7’ subgroups consisting of single conjugate sets of 
subgroups of G, and each U subgroup of G is contained in a Hall l7 
subgroup of G, and each 17’ subgroup if G is contained in a Hall 17’ 
subgroup of G. 
All groups considered in this paper are finite and 17 soluble for T7 a 
fixed set of primes. 
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LEMMA 1. If G is any finite II soluble group, N is a normal abelian 
subgroup of G satisfying G/N E 9”) G # Fn. Then N has a supplement 
A E 9n in G and if A,, A, are any two supplements of N with the further 
property that A, , A, are Fn maximal subgroups of G, then A, and A, are 
conjugate in G. 
Proof. Suppose the result is false. Let G be a group of smallest possible 
order for which the result is not true. Since G 6 sfl, G/N E Fn, then N 
is not a II’ group. Suppose G has a normal 17’ subgroup say M. Then 
G/M is not a criminal; NM/M is a normal abelian subgroup of G/M. So 
NM/M has a supplement say A/M E Ffl. Then by definition, 4 E Rfl 
and 4 is a supplement of N. Now if A, , A, are 3& maximal subgroups 
of G satisfying A, . N = AZ . N = G. Then A4 C Ai for i = 1,2 and so 
A,/M, A,/M are Ffl maximal subgroups of G/M and A,/M . NM/M = 
A,/M o NM/M = G/M, and by induction A,/M, A,/M are conjugate and 
so A, , A, are conjugate. So we can assume G does not have a normal 17’ 
subgroup. In particular N is a II group. Now let M/N be a normal II’ 
subgroup of G/N. In case M/N = (1) then G is soluble, R group and by 
Schunk [6] the result is true. Now let Mn, be a hall II’ subgroup of M. 
Then by Frattini argument No(Mn,) . N = G. Now NG(M17,) is not a 
criminal, N,(Mn,)/N,(M,,) n NE 9*, so N,(M,,) n N has a supple- 
ment A E PI in No(Mn,). Hence A is a supplement of N in G and A E Ffl . 
Now assume A, , A, are any two gfl maximal supplements of N in G. Let 
Bi be hall II’ subgroups of Ai . Then Bi CI Ai by the definition of g= and 
B, is conjugate to B, say BI = B,g. Now N&B,) 1 A,, A#, but No(BJ 
is not a criminal, and A, , A$ are Ffl maximal subgroups of N,(B,) and 
they both cover N n N,(B,). Hence A, is conjugate to A, . 
LEMMA 2. If u/N is an S=projector of G/N, U is an Sn projector of u, 
then U is an 9n projector of G. 
Proof Let M be any normal subgroup of G. Then we like to show that 
UM/M is an sfl maximal subgroup of G/M. Suppose iJM/M C V/M E FD. 
Then UMNIMN C VN/MN, but UMN/MN = _uMIMN is an Sz;, projec- 
tor of GjA4N so UMNIMN = VNIMN * V/MC _UMIM but U is an 
gfl projector of _U, so UM/M is an Ffl projector of U/M, hence 
UMIM = V/M. 
THEOREM 3. If G is a jinite, 17 soluble group, then (1) G has an 9’ 
projector, (2) all 9= projectors are conjugate. 
Proof. Suppose the result is false. Let G be a group of smallest possible 
order for which the result is not true. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup 
of G. Let lJ/N be an 9& projector of G/N. 
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Case (i) g < G. Then _V has an 9n projector say II. Then by 
Lemma 2; U is an gfl projector of G. Also if U, , U, are any two 3% 
projectors of G, then &N/N, &N/N are St, projectors of G/N. Therefore 
there exists elements g, , g, E G such that (&N/N)gl = _UIN = (UzN/N)% 
If N is a I7’ group, then N _C Vi and so Ug1 = _V = W. Hence we can 
assume N is a 17 group and so is abelian. Now Up, Uzpl C V and satisfy 
the conditions of Lemma 1 and so U, is conjugate to U, . 
Case (ii) u = G. If N is a W group, then G E 9$ and so G is an 3% 
projector and all sn projectors are conjugate. Therefore, we can assume 
the N is a n group and so N is elementary abelian p-group. In this case, 
Lemma 1 proves the result. 
COROLLARY 4. G/$(G)ES% =z- GE@--. 
ProojI Suppose S is an Ffl projector of G, then $4(G)/+(G) is an 3% 
projector of G/$(G) ~9~ and so S$(G)/&G) = G/&G) * S = G. 
PROPOSITION 5. Assume to be given a fixed series of subgroups 
1 = G,, C G, C e-0 C G, = G such that Gi Q G, Gd+,/Gi is either abeiian 
or a ll’ group. Then S is an sn projector of G if and only fSGJGt is 3% 
maximal subgroup of G/Gi . 
Proof. By Induction on the order of G. Now by Induction hypothesis 
SGJG, is an sfl projector of G/G1 . If G, is a II’ group, then G, _C S and 
so S is an flfl projector of G by Lemma 2. Now G1 is an normal abelian 
n subgroup of G. By Lemma 1, S is an 9= projector of SG, and hence by 
Lemma 2; S is an sfl projector of G. 
PROPOSITION 6. If S is an 9$ projector of G; S C H _C G then S is an 
%& projector of H. 
Proof. Let 1 = GO C G1 C ... C G, = G be a series of G satisfying 
Gi Q G, GJG( is either abelian or a l7’ group. Now pick a fixed series 
1 =H,,C-.-_CH,=G,nHC -.*_C H, = Hn G, = H then H&/H, is 
Ftn maximal in H/H, and by Proposition 5, the result follows. 
PROPOSITION 7. If S is an sfl projector of G then N,(S)/S has no sub- 
groups in 5*. 
ProoJ Suppose 1 # &J/S E 3% and U/S _C N,(S)/& then S $ _V and 
S is an 3& projector of _U, by the previous proposition and so S * S/S is 
an Ffl projector of &I/S # (1); friS E .9& . A contradiction. 
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PROPOSITION 8. If C, E 9 for every prime p E Ii’ and S is an sfl 
projector of G, then N,(S) = S. 
Proof. If p is a prime in 17 dividing the order of N&T)/&‘, then N&)/S 
has a subgroup C, E 9& contradiction to Proposition 7. So 1 N,(S) 1 S 1 is 
a IT’ number but then NG(S)/S E 9&f again a contradiction to Proposi- 
tion 7. 
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